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Inspired by various experiences from his childhood, Jim LaMarche, beloved illustrator of A Story for Bear
and The Elves and the Shoemaker, brings this touching story about one boy's unexpected summer as a river
rat to life with his bold, picturesque paintings.

Nicky isn't one bit happy about spending the summer with his grandma in the Wisconsin woods; he'd much
rather be back in the city. He's not too thrilled about all the chores either—especially fishing. Before long,
though, a raft appears in the nearby river, and it changes everything. As Nicky explores, the raft works a
subtle magic on the obstinate young boy, opening up the wonders all around him: the animals of river and
woods, his grandmother's humor and wisdom, and his own special talent as an artist.

This is a serene story about a summer in the woods, appreciating things—and people—in a whole new light,
and discovering one's own talents. School Library Journal proclaimed, "this dazzling picture book is an
artistic triumph." A note from the author describes the similarities between LaMarche's and Nicky's life.

Supports the Common Core State Standards
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From reader reviews:

Ray Ortiz:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your condition; you can
add your knowledge by the publication entitled The Raft. Try to make the book The Raft as your friend. It
means that it can being your friend when you really feel alone and beside that course make you smarter than
ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you far more confidence because you can know
everything by the book. So , let me make new experience in addition to knowledge with this book.

Benjamin Martinez:

The ability that you get from The Raft may be the more deep you excavating the information that hide in the
words the more you get enthusiastic about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to know but The
Raft giving you joy feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in certain way that can be understood
simply by anyone who read this because the author of this publication is well-known enough. This kind of
book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand then can go along, both in
printed or e-book style are available. We propose you for having this kind of The Raft instantly.

Kimberly Morris:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you may have
it in e-book means, more simple and reachable. This The Raft can give you a lot of pals because by you
looking at this one book you have thing that they don't and make anyone more like an interesting person.
This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This publication offer you information that
possibly your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than additional make you to be great men and women.
So , why hesitate? Let us have The Raft.

William Henderson:

Guide is one of source of expertise. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but additionally
native or citizen want book to know the revise information of year in order to year. As we know those
ebooks have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world.
With the book The Raft we can take more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? To be creative
person must want to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't become
doubt to change your life at this book The Raft. You can more appealing than now.
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